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Main Objectives:  1. Sustain very high water pressure,, 2. Maintenance of turbines from surface of lake or ocean, 3.  Long Life Time and 4. Low costs

P (Hambach) ≈ 40 bar => 1 m3 = 1kWh 

P (Biscaja) ≈ 400 bar => 1 m3 = 10 kWh 

Advantage: Sliding formwork, large usable volume, … drawback: Pressure on flat  exterior… 

Advantage: Sliding formwork, large useable volume, no pressure problems on exterior sides… drawback need large steel tube, expensive and costly to mount

Advantage: inner steel tube replaced by outer tube, where outer and inner pressure are identic. Thus the tube can be fabricated as concrete tube (less costly). One turbine (300 MW) can supply three adjacent segments (cost reduction).

Cost (400 depth) : Single segment (1 GigaWh) ca. 250.000 m3 concrete (30 Million Euro) + 100 MW turbine (40 Million Euro) => total ca. 70 Million Euro. In 50 years and ca. 200 storage cycles per year => 10 Billion kWh => 0,7 Cent/kWh

Three segment (3 GigaWh) ca. 700.000 m3 concrete (85 Million Euro) + 300 MW turbine (80 Million Euro) => total ca. 150 Million Euro. In 50 years and ca. 200 storage cycles per year =>30 Billion kWh => 0,5 Cent/kWh

Cost (4000 depth) : Concrete container ship (500.000 m3 usable volume => 5 GigaWh) ca. 320.000 m3 concrete (50 Million Euro) + two 300 MW turbine (80 Million Euro) => total ca. 130 Million Euro. 

In 50 years and ca. 200 storage cycles per year => 50 Billion kWh => 0,3 Cent/kWh



Verlustfreie  Überbrückung von Kurzzeitschwankungen in Energieerzeugung und Verbrauch-

Gigantisch große Hydrokavernenspeicher in Braunkohleabbaustätten
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Unterwasserpumpturbine
Horst Schmidt-Böcking + Gerhard Luther 

A Hydro-Cavern power station mounted on the floor of deep lakes or in the ocean needs for maintenance of the turbine system including the shut-off valve a cylindrical shape to be easily brought to the surface of the lake. To manage this 

the whole system must have a very compact cylindrical shape and must not be too heavy in order to bring it to the surface of the water without difficulty. Since such a compact turbine-pump-valve system has not been available so far,

such a compact system based on a new shut-off valve design is presented here. 

Traditional turbine design (according to Voith/Heidenheim Dipl. Ing. Frobeen) for a PSKW. New compact turbine + valve design




